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Daredevil/Batman: Eye for an Eye is an Elseworlds graphic novel published by Marvel Comics in , written by D. G.
Chichester, with art by Scott McDaniel.. Plot. Daredevil and Batman must work together to defeat Two Face, who
partners with Marvel villain Mr. Hyde.
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An alternate universe where Daredevil and Batman coexist. Though they do not like each other they are forced to work
together to stop the combined might of Two-face and Mr. Hyde.

Or will Nightwing become the new "Man without fear"? These two have none. Nightwing, the first robin. And
Daredevil, the man without fear. Young Dick Grayson was born on the first day of spring. His mother
nicknamed him "little Robin. When he was up on the trapeze, he reminded his mother of a robin. Just when he
was on trapeze, he reminded his mother as a bird. Man, no wonder they called him "The Boy Wonder. Dick
joined the act at a very young age, having been trained in acrobatics from birth. Yes the same Tim Drake. The
owner refused, and Dick saw is parents drop to their doom. Years later Dick met Bruce Wayne. Seeing that
Dick experienced the same things Bruce did as a kid, Wayne trained Dick in fighting techniques and detective
skills for a grueling 6 months. Finally, Dick had to pass a final test - "the Gauntlet". Dick had to elude the
Dark Knight on the streets of Gotham for one night from sundown to sunrise without any outside help. Robin,
the Boy Wonder. Then he became the bad ass nightwing. Dick is now a beast in combat. Plus his strength is
off the charts. While he relies more on speed and agility than strength, Grayson has shown incredible strength
throughout the years. He also carries kai sticks which he can use to electrocute people or turn it into a freaking
bow staff. His fists can also be consumed by lighting, making awesome thunder punches. Also, Dick wears
these gauntlets on both hands that contain a wide array of equipment, such as sonic or smoke pellets, knockout
gas capsules, throwing tracers, and his own batarangs called the wing-dings. It houses a 3. Not only is it
essentially bullet proof,but it also houses a 3. He even took the mantle of batman himself. But Bruce Wayne
came alive again and he retook the identity of nightwing with a red suit. This is my gig. Matthew Murdock
was blinded at a young age from being exposed to chemicals from a truck, but gained extraordinary senses. Oh
yeah his weakness is a bell besides human weapons. A lawyer during the day, Matthew becomes a vigilante by
night called Daredevil, the Man Without Fear. Well getting those chemicals in his ways worth it. Daredevil is
a master martial artist, having been trained by stick, he taught Matthew a gymnastics and boxing fighting
style. With this sort of training, he was easily able to overpower the Kingpin. While he uses his bare hands,
Daredevil can also use blunt objects, firearms, and throwing weapons. The red areas could only protect against
knives, depending on the angle, while the black parts are bullet resistant. The suit includes a pocket located on
the left hip of the suit to allow Daredevil to store his Billy Club, a short staff that splits into two short sticks.
For a "normal" human, Matt has demonstrated remarkable physical strength. Daredevil is an Olympic-level
weightlifter and possesses the normal human strength of a man of his age, height, and build that exercises
intensively and regularly. Matt has demonstrated that he can lift and handle a lbs. At his peak, Daredevil
possesses sufficient strength to press lift approximately lbs. Not everyone deserves a happy ending. Alright the
combatants are set. Lets end this debate once and for all. He then spots a gang of criminals terrorizing two
people. He then drops from the building and brings out his kai sticks. Nightwing ties up the criminals for the
cops and frees the two people. Daredevil watches Nightwing talk to the cops and sees them drive away.
Daredevil then throws his sticks at Nightwing, aiming for his arms. Daredevil drops from the building, and
pulls him toward him. Nightwing charges his glove and punches Daredevil. Who the hell are you? Nightwing
reacts quickly and uses his kai sticks and hits him in the face. Nightwing then jumps onto the top of the
building, so does Daredevil. They both clash sticks. Nightwing then kicks back Daredevil an uses his kai
sticks to throw some combos. Daredevil then wraps his sticks around Nightwing and pulls him toward. He
then smashes Nightwing on the ground and tires to stomp on him. He then clangs his sticks and creates a static
shock wave, sending Daredevil off his feet. Daredevil gets up and sees that Nightwing is gone. Daredevil runs
from building to building, hearing a motorcycle engine. He then jumps from building top to building top. They
both clash fists. Daredevil jumps to a window ledge and jumps off, aiming for Nightwing. Nightwing then hits
him with his elbow, and eventually jumps off the vehicle. Both are in a corner. Nightwing grabs Daredevil and
keeps punching him. Nightwing then picks him up and smashes him on the ground. Nightwing tires to step on
Daredevil, but Daredevil uses both of his legs and sends Nightwing up into the air. When Nightwing is almost
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on ground level, Daredevil kicks him back, forcing him to go through cars and eventually hits a pole. Not in
the best shape now are you? Nightwing then combines his kai sticks into a bow staff. Daredevil then attacks
Nightwing with his sticks. Daredevil then grabs the tip of the staff. Nightwing then lifts the staff and smashes
Daredevil on the ground. Nightwing then jumps in the air, twirls his bow staff, and hits Daredevil. Daredevil
then punches and kicks Nightwing rapidly and punches him in the face. I had enough of your shit! Nightwing
then clangs his kai sticks, creating static electricity, shocking Daredevil. He the calls up his motorcycle. He
then back flips right at the moment when his motorcycle has arrived. He then slashes Daredevils face with his
gauntlets. He then jumps in the air, twirls his staff, and stabs Daredevil. Daredevil is sent back smashing into a
wall. Incapacitated, Nightwing is unable to move. Daredevil unleashes a fury of punches and finishes him off.
This fight was very close. While Nightwing was agile and a better fighter, Daredevil surpassed Nightwing in
senses, toughness, and versatility. Both were tough and strong enough to take on enemies like the Kingpin and
Deathstroke. But the only reason Nightwing won against Deathstroke was with the help of Batman. Being
trained under expert tutor liege, both have been able to intense things. However, Daredevil has gone against
foes with sonic powers with before and has defeated them. Plus, Daredevil is extremely fast, and I mean in
more ways than one. True, Nightwing may be able to dodge point blank bullets, but Daredevil has not only
dodged point blank bullets, he has managed to dodge lasers and much more. Looks like Daredevil lived up to
his name while fighting Grayson. The winner is Daredevil Next time on death battle Rayquaza comes out of
the lake and roars. He then blows up foxes ship. Giga seadramon pops out of the water.
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So, when first created, Daredevil was a brightly-colored character, quite different from Batman. His personality was also
much more typical of the Marvel superheroes of that time, and wasn't inspired by Batman at all.

In Elseworlds, popular characters are placed in different situations or realities. Now normally, a team up like
this can devolve into some bad storytelling. That is happily not the case here. Daredevil is This was a
pleasantly surprising Elseworlds tale. Daredevil is still idealistic and seeks redemption and rehabilitation.
Batman is vengeful and dark. Their mutual outlooks color their perception of Harvey Dent. In this tale, Dent
and Murdock knew each other from their Law School days. I enjoyed the back and forth between Batman and
Daredevil, in terms of them arguing their particular philosophy. It is instructive to see the difference between
Batman and Daredevil. I also enjoyed their different styles. Batman is the consummate detective, using
high-tech means to come to a conclusion. Daredevil uses his heightened senses to find clues. Together, they
are a great team. The artwork was different. Initially I did not care for it, but as the tale progressed it grew on
me. While, my stylistic preference is different-this art slowly won me over. Some of the panels, especially
between Daredevil and Batman fighting, work well. Some of the panels do not. I wish, there were more detail
in this art. But it is not bad for what it is. I enjoyed this Elseworlds tale. Batman and Daredevil make a good
team up. The subtle differences between the two, even though at first glance they seem very familiar, are well
illustrated by the writer. The tale is a good one and well crafted even as it stands astride two separate worlds
MArvel and DC. So I would recommend this for any Batman or Daredevil fan. Unlike many team ups this
does not fall flat nor does it fundamentally change the characters just to have them feasibly interact. That is a
wonderful gift in a writer. So all things in total- this is a wonderful addition to my library and one I gladly
recommend to anyone that likes a good Elseworlds tale.
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Find great deals on eBay for daredevil and batman. Shop with confidence.

This popularity influenced the creation of the intercompany crossover comics: Bruce and Matt are the sons of
murdered parents which inspired them to later become avengers to the innocent. Both heroes have clothed
themselves in a frightful image to strike fear in the criminal underworld. They have many similarities and
differences which makes a crossover battle interesting. Maybe one day, we will see this crossover in live
animation like Batman V Superman â€¦. Gotham City is a fictional city in the DC Universe. Gotham City is
filled with much corruption, ranging from politicians down to the local street gangs. With this environment
Batman strikes the likeness of Dracula. Batman refrains from killing criminals even though his methods of
intimidation makes a person feel as if death were close. With his radar sense, Daredevil could hone in on his
opponent before even reaching them. This also makes it hard for his enemies or opponents to hide from him.
His superpower is also his weakness for too much noise at high frequency could overwhelm Daredevil. Since
Batman has no superpowers, he must use his tactical weapons as an extension of himself. Batman has won
most of his battles with his arsenal. Even though this is a battle between the two characters, heroes always
benefit from each other instead of fighting. Batman could also create a utility belt for Daredevil. This
high-powered utility belt could work in unison with the mask. Well how about a battle with Nightwing?! The
same result would happen to Daredevil if he battled Nightwing. Because of the radar sense, Daredevil would
come second to the arsenal might of Batman or Nightwing. Do you think Matt Murdock could be an excellent
Batman?
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When you think about it, Daredevil and Batman have a lot in common. Both lost their parents at a young age, both prowl
urban jungles, and both strike fear in the hearts of superstitious and cowardly criminals.

Edit Bruce Wayne sat on his private plane, reading a martial arts magazine. He smiled as he noticed that "The
Dark Knight Batman" was mentioned in the magazine. Oscorp signed a contract with Wayne Enterprise that
they were making a mysterious "super solider serum". He needed some time off, he was tired. He had
designed a special capsule to conceal his Batsuit in as to not cause troubles with airport security, in case he
was needed in New York. A few hours later, the Wayne Enterprise plane landed and he and Alfred got off.
They were greeted by a businessman with red hair and a gaunt face who had two men in black suits and
sunglasses with him. Come, I will be much obliged to show you around Oscorp Industries". Bruce shook
hands with Norman Osborn and he showed him and Alfred around Oscorp Industries while his bodyguards
followed them. A super soldier serum," said Norman Osborn. Meanwhile, Matt Murdock walks through
Manhattan after having a court session against a suspect in a murder case. Suddenly, he hears police sirens and
gunshots, someone screaming. A bank robbery is happening! He sneaks into an alley behind a dumpster,
where he cannot be seen. He takes off his sunglasses, all he can see is darkness and some lights, he can sense
things from not too far away. He quickly changes into his Daredevil costume, leaving his clothes and
sunglasses by the dumpster. He then leaps onto a wall, stabbing a metal pole into it. From the wall, he can
sense the bank robbery going on from not too far away. Daredevil leaps from the pole and lands on the rooftop
of the bank, he then opens a door and sneaks down the staircase, going inside the building. A robber sees
Daredevil and begins firing bullets at him with a machine gun, but Daredevil quickly dodges and the bullets
hit a wall instead. Sensing where the robber is, he hits him with a staff and disarms him, he then judo throws
the robber out of a window. He stays there so that the cops can get him. Walking through the bank, Daredevil
sees hostages. He saves the woman and frees her from her ropes, he then takes her to the rooftop where she
will be safe and locks the door. Daredevil then rushes back to where the robbers are, he is being shot at by
machine guns. He dodges the bullets and uses his staff to knock out the robbers, even killing one with a
katana. He throws many robbers out the window and ties them with ropes so the cops can get them. Sometime
later, at Oscorp. They say he is the man without fear," says Norman Osborn. In his head, Bruce thinks that he
and Daredevil have a lot in common. All of a sudden, an alarm goes off in the Oscorp building as Bruce and
Alfred are sitting in the meeting room with Osborn and his associates. It would be a perfect opportunity to
prove myself to this city, Bruce thinks. He sneaks into a storage room and locks the door, quickly changing
into his Batman costume which was in his briefcase. He checks to see if anyone is looking, then he sneaks out
of the door, not as Bruce Wayne - but as Batman! He then catches up with Norman Osborn, who is running
into a laboratory. His bodyguards run after him and try to prevent him from going into the lab, telling him how
dangerous it is. Batman then jumps onto the ceiling and climbs into a metal hatch, sneaking into the
laboratory. He sees two men talking, a very tall and terribly obese bald man in a white suit and a short man
with a rather large head and a muscular build. Look at the files - this formula can evolve us into Homo
Superior, the powerful mutant species! With this formula, everyone shall know how powerful the mighty
Kingpin is! Just as the Kingpin is about to drink the serum, a vial of green liquid that says "KX, Secret
formula", Batman intervenes. The Kingpin drops the vial and it breaks, glass shattering and the liquid spilling
on the floor. He charges at Batman and tackles him, putting all his weight into a powerful blow. But Batman,
the expert fighter, hammerfists the Kingpin and uses a grappling throw on him. The Kingpin is thrown into a
wooden table, the table breaks when he hits it and he is knocked to the ground. He then grabs him by the collar
and throws him into a wall. I can take care of whoever I please! Whenever I see criminals I stop them! Well,
this is my city! These thugs are MY enemies! After a minute of Batman looking Daredevil in the eye
Daredevil rushes at Batman and hits him with a flurry of fast kicks and rapid jabs, pushing him back. Batman
grabs Daredevil and judo throws him to the ground but Daredevil gets up and jump kicks Batman in the head,
Batman ducks and the kick misses. Then, Daredevil brings out his pair of nun chucks and strikes Batman with
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them, but Batman brings out a lasso and yanks the nun chucks out of his hands. Batman throws batarangs at
Daredevil but Daredevil dodges them and leaps onto a wall, climbing to the ceiling. He then kicks Batman
with his right foot while holding onto a pipe in the ceiling, but Batman knew it was coming and he yanked
Daredevil from the ceiling and hurled him to the ground. The Kingpin and Hammerhead are on the floor,
recovering from the injuries Batman gave them when Daredevil is thrown into them. The Kingpin grabs
Daredevil and throws him at Batman in anger, he then struggles to his feet and rushes at Batman. Batman
steps aside and Daredevil is thrown into a wall. Jumping behind the Kingpin, the dark knight elbows Kingpin
in the back of the head and gets him in a grappling hold, jumping on his back. He tries to do a pressure point
on Kingpin but he is thrown through a window and breaks it. Falling out of the window, Batman uses his
grappling hook to jump into the building again and this time, he kicks the Kingpin in the head. The Kingpin
tries to grab Batman but he trips the Kingpin and kicks him in the face. Dealing the final blow, Batman knocks
out the Kingpin by elbowing him in the back of the head with brute force. It was a bullet fired by
Hammerhead. Hammerhead rapid fired at him with his machine gun but to no affect, Batman was quick and
dodged it and it could not penetrate his batsuit. Using a batarang, he cuts his machine gun in half and then
throws Hammerhead out of the windows, he hits a metal staircase not too far down the building and is
knocked out. Daredevl gets back to his feet and wipes blood from his lip. He then takes out a metal canister
and presses a button on it, it unsheaths a martial arts staff. Rushing at Batman, he strikes him with the staff but
Batman grabs a metal pole and counter attacks it. Some Oscorp security guards knock down the door and
shoot at them but Batman covers Daredevil and tackles him out of the window. They fall off the building but
Batman uses his grappling hook to catch on to a wall. Daredevil gets out of his hold and falls many stories
until uses his own grappling hook to ensnare a wall. Swinging from the hook, Daredevil hits Batman, kicking
him off of the building. The dark knight falls many stories and his grappling hook is lost Daredevil lands in
front of him and they fight on a rusted iron staircase, Batman fighting with his metal pole and Daredevil
fighting with his martial arts staff. Daredevil disarms Batman and rapidly beats him with the staff, then kicks
him down the staircase. Daredevil tackles him and punches him in the face many times, Batmans lip is busted
and he is bleeding from his mouth. He punches Daredevil in the ribs, taking the fight out of him and hurling
him off of him. Wiping blood off his face, Batman gets back on his feet and pulls out a knife in his leg that
Daredevil stabbed him with. It then begins to rain and there is lightning in the sky. The injured, but still
fearsome Daredevil grabs Batman by the face and tries to pry his mask off, but he is electrocuted and he falls
back down. He struggles back to his feet and tries to stab Batman with a knife but is disarmed. He hits Batman
with a flurry of punches in rage but the dark knight blocks them all. The cracked mask of Batman falls off but
he has a replacement mask underneath, a white mask made of bandages. He tackles Batman and tries to
unwrap the mask but Batrman hits him in the face and hurls him down the stairs. Just when Batman thinks he
has won, as soon as he turns his back, a knife is thrown at him. This knife pierces his kevlar and is stabbed
into his side. He grunts in agony and falls off of the stairs and onto the rain washed concrete ground of the
city. Bruce breaths heavily and pulls the knife out of his side, grunting in pain. A small puddle of blood is
forming under his body as the rain washes it away. Covering up the hole in his batsuit with his hand, Bruce
gets back on his feet and blood drips onto his boots. I want to see your face He has tousled red hair and an
unshaven face with blind eyes. His hair is wet from the rain. He then cuts off a piece of his cape to make his
own mask. I will tend to your wounds", Alfred says dragging Bruce into the limousine and laying him down in
the back seat. Waking up, Bruce is in a hospital bed and feels a stinging pain in his side. His wound has been
stiched and bandaged, the bleeding stopped.
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Batman really showcases his detective skills in a very impressive manner at the beginning of the book. Was a very good
crossover, one of the better once since marvel vs. DC. Read more.

The boy wonder battles the man without fear in a duel to the end! In a world where super humans can fly
through the sky or lift buildings over their head, it takes a lot more than a pair of tights for a mere mortal to
stand out from the crowd. But these guys have it covered. Nightwing, the original protege of Batman. In
modern times, the Well, until a mobster cut their cord on life short, literally. But they had a son, young, but
just as talented as them. Orphaned and alone, all seemed hopeless for Dick Grayson. Until he scored the
coolest foster dad in the friggin universe: Robin punches Batman in the jaw, he falls to the ground Smokey:
Robin spent many many years kicking bad guys around the back alleys of Gotham City with his new dad.
Who could forget the time he crushed Blockbuster under a truck, or when he whipped out that shark repellent?
Never leave home without it, kids. But then Batman suddenly realized, "You know what, bringing kids into
battle is actually a bad idea! As Robin, Dick received similar training that Bruce did to become Batman. This
includes studying every martial art known to man. Holy time to update the resume, Batman! Whoa, the mouth
on this one. Actually, it WAS for the best, though, not in the way Batman hoped. Inspired by a story of an
ancient Kryptonian superhero, Dick took to the streets by himself with a brand new uniform and a brand new
name, from then on, he would be known as Gotta hand it to Bats, he sure knows how to mold a kid into a
criminal crushing machine, with expertise in tae kwon do, ninjutsu, akido, and a bunch of other styles,
Nightwing is one of the finest martial artists in comic book history. No doubt helped by his world class
acrobatic skills, he is one of only three people on Earth who are capable of performing a quadruple flip. His
mask features a holographic UI, complete with night vision and a spectral analyzer. The mask can also deflect
electromagnetic waves back to sender. He once reflected microwaves to give their originator a migraine. He
also carries a re-breather, grapple gun, and wing dings. That weird alien font with all the shapes? No no no,
more like the Batarangs, or throwing shurikens. The standard Wing Dings are extremely sharp, but he also
carries dulled, ultrasonic, and explosive variants. To pull this off, he needed to impact the glass with over
twenty four thousand pounds per square inch. Generally, any unsafe landing over twenty one feet is
guaranteed to break bone. And Nightwing dropped feet onto his butt, and he was fine! At one point,
Nightwing spent ninety six hours patrolling city streets looking for the criminal mastermind, Two-Face, and
an additional five or more hours collecting evidence. A study on sleep deprivation noted that seventy two
hours without sleep leads to a number of horrendous side effects, including hallucinations. Even more
impressive, he once performed a skydive at miles per hour, which took all of fifteen minutes. That puts his
starting position around twenty five miles high, and free falling faster than the speed of sound. For reference,
real life Austrian athlete Felix Baumgartner performed a similar great leap from twenty four miles up, hitting a
maximum speed over eight hundred miles per hour. To pull this off, he needed a specialized suit to protect
him from the extreme cold, unfiltered sunlight, and lack of oxygen. And Nightwing just did it without any of
that! And eventually, him and Bats finally made up, he even took up the cowl himself when Batman was out
for a while. Nightwing is one superhero who will always come out on top, along with his partners, Jim and
Juan. Boomstick; Sounds like a badass, but Jack actually boxed because it was the only thing he was good at,
and he needed money to get his kid through school so that little Matt would have a better life than he did. This
new athletic ability would come in handy when he witnessed a blind man walking right in front of a speeding
truck. From that day forward, Matt was permanently blind. Still, Matt did not give up on the dream his father
wanted, he earned his degree with flying colors, and founded a law firm with his friend, Foggy Nelson. Things
were actually looking up for him. So, he dressed up like the devil himself, and literally scared the mobster to
death. And so, Daredevil was born. Many blind people, particularly those born with it, experience a rewriting
of the brain to heighten their other senses, somewhat making up for their lack of sight. Something similar
happened to Daredevil, except, like, a hundred times greater. His taste can detect each separate ingredient in
any recipe, including poisons, and his nose can track you down like a bloodhound. Who needs eyes when you
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can sense everything around you down to the smallest detail? And get this, Stick has basically the same blind
powers as Daredevil. Whoa, chuckles silk sheets. Thanks to him, Matt learned how to hone his senses to know
and maneuver through his surroundings even better than those with working eyes. He also learned how to tap
into something called an Atom Induced Radar Sense. Like that thing that bats do when they bounce sound
around to see in the dark or whatever? For combat, he built a versatile weapon out of his most innocuous
possession, a walking cane. The club houses a cable, hidden blades, a recording device, and exploding pellets.
It can even turn into a boomerang! Man, where do I get one of these? You know how Captain America tosses
his shield all over the place and it always seems to come back to him? Well, Daredevil does the exact same
thing, and he can throw it hard enough to bust concrete! He also once took down Yakuza members all at once,
some of whom were using a superhuman steroid called MGH. His keen control over his nervous system has
also helped him resist tranquilizers and toxins, but his super senses are also his biggest weakness. He even
managed to balance his life of law and the crime fighting, and became a huge success on his own. Papa boxer
would be proud. Daredevil holsters his club.
Chapter 7 : Daredevil/Batman Vol 1 1 | Marvel Database | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Daredevil vs Batman is among the popular crossover topics discussed by comic fans. This popularity influenced the
creation of the intercompany crossover comics: Eye For An Eye and King of New York.

Chapter 8 : Batman Daredevil: King of New York Vol 1 1 | DC Database | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Now, Batman clearly isn't the best in hand-to-hand in his world, but the man is a master of different forms and, just like
Daredevil, has decades of encounters proving why he's one of the best.

Chapter 9 : Batman/Daredevil: King of New York - Wikipedia
Batman/Daredevil: King of New York is a crossover graphic novel published by Marvel Comics and DC Comics in ,
written by Alan Grant, with art by Eduardo Barreto. It was a sequel to Daredevil/Batman: Eye for an Eye.
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